IT was formed at a workshop at Symposium III. The purpose of the organization was, and is, to provide a “basis for support, consciousness raising and political action.” Also a celebration for the arts throughout the state.

Some details:
- 10 minutes from the last meeting, no time and place for the next either. Hopefully, if this continues, you will get in touch and we can add the info. If not, any volunteers?

Calif. DAR

Sept 3rd, Thursday: Public meeting to discuss plans for 2nd Thank you Rally and arch in Portland. Will meet at 7:00 p.m. in the Portland Public Safety Station.

Sept. 10-13 Second Annual West Coast Women’s Music and Cultural Entity. Seems like every name will be there including Al Green and late Stephen. Kids’ tickets sold at the festival and no personal check accepted: $65 kids under 12 and $10 and under, free. 7/10 to 11, 105 Valencia, San Francisco, Calif., 06/11.

Sent 11-13: Field and forest, too – a weekend for women anti to take part in a community camping experience in Hancock, Mass. Attend in concert, sat. or sunday. Workshops, shared interests, Open Stage, merchants, tents, sports, etc. $15 pre-registration; $20 at the gate.

Sent 12 and Sept 26: SADA: Dance and socializing at the Susan Joy Anthony Club in Elkton. The SJA is a club for women identified women, created with the intention of getting social, cultural, and educational events happening in Taine for women. Ams 70/7-30.
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Remem' er Leg' ian Connection? They're interested in receiving letters, articles, cover ideas, donations, information about groups, etc....

Am' itious Amazons
PO ox "11
East Lansing, "1 48823

Women's weekend au War or, Lamine, September 1-20, for three nights 75.00 For two light cabins available at the end of a private road surrounded by acres of woods and a view of benchman's av. private each. Acadia national Park just 3 miles away.
Write: Shore area
Sarah Corr ox 60
Salisbury Cove, PO 6672 Phone 207 288-4115

Margorie Love and Donna arthe have moved to Philadelphia for two years. They would like new and letters.
Love/Arthe
47147 Harrington Ave.
Chila, Pa. 10143

Corvallis Amazons Collective is looking for a 'guest editor from Lamine to exchange information in the form of an editorial, to be printed in their newsletter. Exchange needs to be anything...the editorial can be on anything...some ideas of particular interest to them are: the future of women's issues, that the Lamine community is doing as far as political involvement or the progress of our community in general. If you would like to be that guest editor please contact this newsletter for more details or see the letter from Corvallis at the top in this issue.

HOUSE FOR RENT: One or two women wanted to share roomy, rural, house near Richmond. Reasonable rent plus per person share of heat, utilities. Commute to Aurora, runs-ick, Leiston. 737-161 after 4:30 pm or Write Carol ox 3, R D 1, Hanger Road, Richmond 04353.

Dear S A Sisters,
This is a short note to respond to the issue of young dykes at the dances.
First - you should know that a good job you're doing and I appreciate it. I know it takes a lot of hours and frustration to keep the place alive.

As I am in a vulnerable position - I am responsible legally for S A and am in a vulnerable position. I have risen to the question. OH, I say we should find out - perhaps the best thing for us to do is incorporate as a non-profit organization and have a board of directors.

Enclosed is a copy of a newsletter put out by a community center I used to work at in Philadelphia. If the permission of S A I'd like to get information about their incorporated status and hints for ways we can counter.

All - now to my opinion - ALL Leg' ians deserve a space to meet. I've seen a teenage dyke and it is very frustrating when you don't know who else exists - let alone get any support for their lives. However, there is a major problem - COZ at S A. I don't feel I can allow others under 21 to be involved. One has to have a social preference in order to be there. Other states have functions for under 25 - for example the COG table, which is enclosed for a young dyke. I have worked there (at the coffee house) under age legs and men's. Everyone was a little edy abt local hustles from parents, but we decided to give support instead of turning them away.

Please respond if you want.

Deb Stahler

Corvallis Amazons Collective is looking for a "guest editor from Lamine to exchange information in the form of an editorial to be printed in their newsletter. The editorial could be on anything. Some ideas of particular interest to them include an outlook on the future of women's issues, that the Lamine community is doing as far as political involvement or the progress of our community in general. If you're interested, please contact this newsletter for more details or see the letter from Corvallis at the top in this issue.
or rite to the a newsletter at 10 ox 125, elfaste. e 04015.

If you are in lochland and looking for something to do on the 10th of September, that's a Saturday, only the black pearl to hear Lisa. Who ill's sitting there and hopefully this onbahe her only area performance.

There will be no SEPTEMBER MLP meeting. The next meeting will be at arbara Guess' house on October 4th. The last meeting was at 'arbaras' house as it is in Augusta and we felt that it was a good central location. Energy at MLP seems to be fading... one suggestion has been to cut the number of meetings to every third or forty month. Any ideas or suggestions?

News from the last meeting:

Proposals for fund raisers for the newsletter... a Halloween party/dance. The newsletter keeps going barely and doesn't really get a lot better... money or its lack, is a big problem... there frequently isn't enough to buy supplies or to pay a typist or to make time saving changes. So when these events are finalized please make the time to come and support the effort. That was a short editorial comment the women at the meeting made the suggestion to arrange the event.

Again the next meeting will be at 'arbara's' house on October 4th at 1pm and there will be a potluck supper around 5pm. arbara's address is 65 School Street, Augusta.

Newsletter mailing address: 10 ox 125
elfaste, Ne. 04015

The subscription rate is $5.00 yearly.